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SoleraTec’s Phoenix RSM Passes Intransa
Initial Testing and Validation
Phoenix RSM along with M.E. and O.E. modules prove to be compelling solution
for video surveillance solutions.

October 11, 2010 – SoleraTec LLC, a provider of innovative video lifecycle management
and storage software solutions, has recently completed the initial testing process of
Intransa’s Physical Security Virtual Test Lab and validated the integration capabilities of
the Phoenix RSM surveillance video management solution, along with the Phoenix RSMME (Milestone Extention) and RSM-OE (OnSSI Extension) modules.
SoleraTec’s engineers worked for over a week on the Intransa VA210 appliances in a
Windows™ environment. The initial testing environment called for capturing 12 IPcamera feeds through Axis encoders. This was performed in a 24 hour period with low
CPU utilization being detected on the Intransa appliance. The testing environment was
then shifted to capturing eight IP-cameras and simultaneously extracting four camera
feeds from an OnSSI server.
The Intransa VA210 appliances performed impeccably and were very quick in delivering
the various search and video playback requests initiated. Performance is becoming
increasingly important in an IP video surveillance solution and the Intransa systems are
capable storage solutions.
“We were very happy with the performance and responsiveness of the Intransa appliances
and SoleraTec would be a proud partner of Intransa in delivering a total solution for
customers needing a high performing video surveillance storage and management
system,” stated Mark Armstrong, CEO of SoleraTec. “Both Intransa and SoleraTec focus
on the storage, retention, and management of a video surveillance solution and both want
to deliver the best possible products to our mutual customers.”
Widely deployed by customers in physical security, industrial video, and related markets
since its introduction in mid-2009, Intransa's VideoAppliance was recently recognized as
the Best in Video Storage and Distribution by the Security Industry Association at ISC
West 2010, which is the latest in a string of similar awards. SoleraTec is scheduled to
complete the next phase of the Intransa SELECT Partner Certification process before the
end of the year.
“We look forward to working with SoleraTec to complete the certification process and to
showcase this unique system to our customers,” stated George Vaiser, Vice President,

Intransa. “With our Physical Security Virtual Test Lab we can ensure the highest quality
products function as advertised and deliver the best solution to our customers.”
About Intransa
Intransa, Inc. the VideoAppliance™ Company, delivers simple and scalable installerready appliances, purpose-built for the demands of physical security and industrial video.
Intransa VideoAppliance™ sets itself up automatically in under 5 minutes, and is ready
for activation of video management software from the leaders in the industry. Our
ground-breaking technology eliminates the complexity, cost and ongoing support
challenge of integrating commodity servers, storage and hardware, replacing them twofor-one with scalable appliances. That's in part why Intransa VideoAppliance was named
the Best in Video Storage and Distribution by the Security Industry Association at ISC
West 2010, as New Product of the Year at ASIS International 2009, and one of the Top
30 Technology Innovations of 2009.
About SoleraTec
SoleraTec is a leading developer of archive, storage, asset and video lifecycle
management software for corporate customers. SoleraTec leverages a heritage of nearly a
decade and a half to deliver a level of quality, sophistication, and technological
advancement that has established it as one of the premier data protection solution
providers in the industry. SoleraTec works through OEM, dealer, and integrator
relationships to deliver complete data protection solutions. The company was established
in 1997 by a team of industry veterans with experience deploying data protection, HSM,
and storage lifecycle management solutions to some of the largest companies around the
world. For more information, please visit www.SoleraTec.com.
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